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INTrODUCTION

It is necessary to solve inverse problems for estimating causes from observed results in various engineering fields. 
In particular, inverse problems have been studied in the field of mathematical science (Groetsch, 1993). The in-
verse problem determines the inner mechanisms or causes of an observed phenomenon. The cause is estimated 
from the fixed model and the given result in the inverse problem, while the result is determined from the given 
cause by using a certain fixed mathematical model in the forward problem. As a solution of inverse problems, 
the neural network based method has been proposed while other method such as the statistical method (Kaipio 
& Somersalo, 2005) and parametric method (Aster, Borchers, & Thurber, 2005) have also been studied. 

The idea of inverting network mapping was proposed by Williams (1986). Then, Linden and Kindermann 
proposed a method of network inversion (Linden & Kindermann, 1989). Also, the algorithms and applications 
of network inversion are summarized by Jansen et al. (1999). In this method, inverse problems are solved by the 
inverse use of the input-output relation of trained multilayer neural networks. In other words, the corresponding 
input is estimated from the provided output via fixed weights, after finding the forward relation by network train-

ABSTrACT

Network inversion solves inverse problems to estimate cause from result using a multilayer neural network. The 
original network inversion has been applied to usual multilayer neural networks with real-valued inputs and out-
puts. The solution by a neural network with complex-valued inputs and outputs is necessary for general inverse 
problems with complex numbers. In this chapter, we introduce the complex-valued network inversion method to 
solve inverse problems with complex numbers. In general, difficulties attributable to the ill-posedness of inverse 
problems appear. Regularization is used to solve this ill-posedness by adding some conditions to the solution. In 
this chapter, we also explain regularization for complex-valued network inversion.
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ing. The direction of the input-output relation between the training and the inverse estimation is important in this 
method. The estimation process in multilayer neural networks is considered from the viewpoint of forward and 
inverse problems. The usual estimation process of multilayer neural networks provides a solution for forward 
problems because the network estimates the output from the input provided by the forward relation obtained in 
the training. On the other hand, we can solve inverse problems using multilayer neural networks that learn the 
forward relation by estimating the input from the given output inversely. Network inversion has been applied to 
actual problems; e.g., medical image processing (Valova, Kameyama, & Kosugi, 1995), robot control (Lu & Ito, 
1995; Ogawa, Matsuura, & Kanada, 2005), optimization problems, and so on (Murray, Heg, & Pohlhammer, 1993; 
Ogawa, Jitsukawa, Kanada, Mori, & Sakata, 2002; Takeuchi & Kosugi, 1994). Moreover, the answer-in-weights 
scheme has been proposed to solve the difficulty of ill-posed inverse problems, as a related model of network 
inversion (Kosugi & Kameyama, 1993).

The original network inversion method proposed by Linden and Kindermann solves an inverse problem by 
using a usual multilayer neural network that handles the relation between real-valued input and output. However, 
a network method for complex-valued input and output is required to solve the general inverse problem whose 
cause and result extend to the complex domain. On the other hand, there exists an extension of the multilayer 
neural network to the complex domain (Benvenuto & Piazza, 1992; Hirose, 2005; Nitta, 1997). The complex-
valued neural network learns the relations between complex-valued input and output in the form of complex-
valued weights. This complex-valued network inversion was considered to solve inverse problems that extended 
to complex-valued input and output. In this method, the complex-valued input is inversely estimated from the 
provided complex-valued output by extending the input correction of the original network inversion method to 
the complex domain. Actually, the complex-valued input is estimated from the complex-valued output by giving 
a random input to the trained network, back-propagating the output error to the input, and correcting the input 
(Ogawa & Kanada, 2005a).

In the forward problem, the existence, uniqueness, and stability of solution are guaranteed. When all these 
three conditions are satisfied, the problem is called a well-posed problem. In the inverse problem, it is often dif-
ficult to obtain a solution because of ill-posedness (Petrov & Sizikov, 2005; Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977). Regu-
larization imposes specific conditions on an ill-posed inverse problem to convert it into a well-posed problem. 
We consider introducing regularization to complex-valued network inversion. Tikhonov regularization, which is 
a conventional regularization method, uses a constant coefficient for the regularization term. On the other hand, 
dynamic regularization (Kosugi, Uemoto, & Ogawa, 1998) was proposed for changing the effect of regulariza-
tion in each stage of the process.

The first objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the procedure of the complex-valued network inversion 
method to solve complex-valued inverse problems. The other objective is to show the effect of the regularization 
method. To achieve these two objectives, the following problems are examined: inverse estimation of complex-
valued mapping, inverse Fourier transform problem, and inverse estimation of complex-valued mapping with 
ill-posedness.

BACKGrOUND

Inverse Problems

An inverse problem determines the inner mechanism or cause of an observed phenomenon. For the relation Kx = 
y, where K is some mathematical model, we consider the forward problem, which determines the result y from the 
cause x. In this forward problem, generally, the definition of the operator K is fixed and its mapping is supposed 
to be continuous. For this forward problem, we can define an inverse problem that determines the cause x from 
the operator K and result y or one that estimates the operator K from the cause x and the result y. The relation 
between the forward and inverse problems is shown in Figure 1.

The relation of the given cause x and the result y is continuous in the forward problem. In the inverse prob-
lem, the existence or uniqueness of cause x is not guaranteed for a given or observed result y. Even if the cause 
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